Foundation/Concealer Page Description:
As a beautiful woman who rarely has time to think of herself, we know you feel radiant on the inside
when you look radiant on the outside. Mirakele Minerals makes it simple to look fresh and rested with
their fabulous line of delicate, complexion-enhancing concealers and foundations—no matter how many
hours of sleep you’ve lost to the never-ending demands of your career and family.
So pure and gentle, these amazing concealers and foundations are perfect for all skin types, requiring
little effort to apply and promising flawless, feather-light coverage all day long. All are packaged in
compacts and bottles as glamorous as the women who carry them. Containing a fabulous array of
vitamins and antioxidants, these light-reflecting products provide natural SPF coverage—allowing your
skin to look and feel its best during and after use.
So fabulous, it’s like getting a facial all day long!

Liquid Powder Mineral Foundation SPF15
Glide on flawless coverage while you treat your skin to a delight of complexion-enhancing vitamins and
antioxidants contained in the silky, liquid version of the mineral powder foundation. Containing vitamin
A for conditioning and antioxidants E and C to promote the natural beauty of your skin, the Liquid
Powder Mineral Foundation provides natural UV protection and no harmful or irritating chemicals—
perfect for sensitive skin!
Treat your skin to a little therapy with this fabulously breathable, hypoallergenic, oil-free foundation
that smooths over your skin in liquid form, setting to a feather-light powder finish. Amazing coverage
that will enhance the natural beauty of your skin all day long.

Mineral Foundation Pressed Powder SPF8
Enhance and protect the natural beauty of your skin with Mirakele Minerals’ Mineral Foundation
Pressed Powder, containing natural UV protection. With its fantastic blend of natural minerals infused
with vitamins and antioxidants (A, C & E) this fabulous foundation goes on effortlessly to provide
flawlessly even, feather-light coverage—concealed in a sexy little compact that includes a mirror for
touch-ups on the go.
Void of the irritants found in most cosmetics today, Mineral Foundation Press Powder with SPF 8 is the
perfect solution for all skin types, including sensitive and post-op skin. Return your skin to a youthful
glow with the natural light-reflecting properties that make even the most exhausted face look carefree
and fresh again. Strut your way through the day knowing your complexion is the envy of everyone you
pass.

Eyes Page Description:
There is nothing sexier than a pair of glamorously seductive eyes. Mirakele Minerals has everything you
need to play up the beauty of one of your best features—cloaking dark circles with its light reflecting

properties while protecting and nourishing this delicate area with a blend of vitamins and antioxidants.
Day or evening; work or play; Mirakele Minerals has a shade and texture for every occasion—including
fabulously silky shadows, smooth, blendable eyeliners and delicately defining mascaras.
Captivate the attention of everyone who glances into your glamorous gaze. As always, Mirakele
Minerals eye-defining cosmetics are hypoallergenic and incredibly gentle—perfect for one of the most
delicate areas of your face.

Mineral Shadows Matte & Pearlized (Pressed)
Enhance and refresh the beauty of one of your best assets—your eyes—with Mirakele Minerals’
hypoallergenic Pressed Mineral Shadows in both matte and pearlized hues. These gorgeous, petite
palettes of color, available in a broad array of refined, ultra chic shades, can be applied dry for a soft,
natural finish or wet for a bold, vibrant effect.
Containing vitamins and antioxidants (A, C & E) as well as light reflecting properties, these beautiful
shadows can add an elegantly glamorous finishing touch to your look while cloaking dark circles and
nourishing your most delicate skin. Sweeping gracefully over your lids, these fabulous shadows will
never crease or fade—perfect, makeup artist-like application every time.
Command attention wherever you go with your sexy stare—from the boardroom to the bedroom;
morning till night!

Cheeks/Blush Page Description:
If you yearn for the healthy, carefree glow of youth—before the burdensome worries of womanhood
began to take its toll on your skin—you’ll adore Mirakele Minerals’ fabulous line of blushes, finishing
powders and bronzers. Give your cheeks that perfect blush, radiating the illusion of youthful exuberance
where every new experience is as fresh and new as your dewy complexion.
Every product contains skin protecting nourishment and comes in a glamorous compact that is just as
fabulous on the outside as the beautiful mineral powder it holds. Regardless of how sensitive your skin
may be, Mirakele Minerals is free of talc, oil and fragrance—making all of these products perfect for
every skin type!
You’re a strong independent woman; take charge of your beauty and let it shine wherever your day
takes you!

